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Objectives of the deliverable

• Defining door to door journey types where terrestrial and public
transport forms the primary mode of travelling.
• Identifying the gaps and weaknesses in terrestrial transport, from a
passenger perspective and how this can be measured.
• Finding best practice to identify barriers, achievements and future
plans in providing journey information.
• Using a qualitative approach to understand what drives and
motivates behaviour/attitudes towards passengers.
• Identifying critical stages of journeys where quality of service
matters.
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Gap analysis in terrestrial transport

• How the journey experience components beyond travelling with the
«main mode» influence overall evaluations
• Quality gaps of terrestrial passenger services
• Organisational, commercial, systems and technology gaps for special
interest groups
• Research gap: how the determinants of the perceived quality
change according to the different socio‐economic groups being
considered
• Research gap: Perceptions of those using an active travel means

Journey information barriers

• Lack of cooperation between operators providing a service
• Multimodal (or multi‐operator) trips particularly problematic
• Only physical disabilities are generally being addressed, almost no
facilities related to cognitive disabilities
• Information related to walking and waiting activities is the key to
improve the perceived quality in public transport
• ICT potential to improve this is being explored in other projects (e.g.
OPTIMISM)

Determinants of mobility behaviours

Open issues concerning satisfaction

• How does experience impact future expectations?
• Incidents which deviate substantially from an individual’s
expectation have a non‐proportional impact on travellers’
satisfaction.
• How the overall travel satisfaction changes as a function of the
satisfaction of journey elements and individual attributes?
• Going beyond: Subjective well‐being, Quality of Life

Conclusions: critical aspects related to time

• The length of the travel time can be a more or less serious source of
inconvenience depending on the actual state of the traveller and of
the vehicle and on the possibility of performing other activities
• Wait times can be treated along the same lines, although their
negative is obviously much more relevant.
• The provision of trip‐related information to passengers can radically
change the journey experience also concerning the evaluation of
travel and wait times

Conclusions: other critical aspects

• Lack of clear understanding on how the pre‐trip information
acquisition process impacts on travel choices and on the overall
evaluation .
• How the experience of multimodal and, even more, “multi‐
operator” trips is shaped is largely unknown.
• Need to segment the analysis by kind of traveller, trip purpose etc.,
in order to have sufficiently homogeneous groups of travellers on
which the METPEX tool can be developed and tested.

